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Twist-grain-boundary transitions in a chiral tolane compound

G. S. IANNACCHIONE and C. W. GARLAND*
Department of Chemistry and Center for Material Science and Engineering,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 , USA

(Received 3 July 1 9 98 ; accepted 1 0 August 1 9 98 )

High resolution calorimetric studies have been carried out on the chiral compound methyl-
heptyloxydi¯ uorooctyloxybenzoyloxytolane (8BTF2 O1 M7 ). The tilt tendency is greater in
this compound than in several other structurally similar ¯ uorinated tolane liquid crystals,
and it exhibits tilted chiral smectic C (SmC*) and tilted twist-grain-boundary (TGBC) phases
but not the untilted SmA or TGBA phases. The data con® rm the presence of two tilted TGBC

phases denoted TGB1 and TGB2 . The TGB1 ± TGB2 ® rst-order transition exhibits considerable
hysteresis and a very small latent heat. There is no rounded excess heat capacity peak in the
cholesteric N* phase associated with the non-transitional evolution of a chiral line liquid
N*

L , although such a feature has been observed in other ¯ uorinated tolanes with a smaller
tilt tendency.

1 . Introduction phases and monotropic ferri- as well as antiferro-electric
smectic C* phases have also been observed just aboveDuring the past ten years, there have been numerous

studies of chiral liquid crystals that exhibit twist- room temperature [13 , 14 ]. Thus the tilting tendency
for a given alkoxy chain length increases as one goesgrain-boundary phases with a regular stack of periodic

grain boundaries separating regions of smectic A order from nFBTFO1 M7 to nF2 BTFO1 M7 to nBTF2 O1 M7 .
High-resolution calorimetric studies of nFBTFO1 M7(TGBA ) or tilted smectic C order (TGBC). These phases

were predicted theoretically by Renn and Lubensky and nF2 BTFO1 M7 compounds [8 , 12] have revealed
two interesting features that are not yet fully understood.[1 , 2 ], and the TGBA phase was ® rst observed experi-

mentally by Goodby and coworkers [3 ± 5 ]. Of special First, there is a large rounded excess heat capacity peak
in the cholesteric region that has no associated latentinterest are investigations of several homologous series

of ¯ uorinated compounds with a tolane core and having heat. This has been ascribed in [8 ] and [12 ] as due to
a nontransitional evolution from the normal twistedthe general formula
nematic N* to a chiral line liquid denoted as N*

L . Such
a N*

L structure has been predicted by Kamien and
Lubensky [15 ] and corresponds to a liquid of screw
dislocations with signi® cant short-range TGB structure.
N* and N*

L have the same global symmetry and are not
The series denoted as nFBTFO1 M7 , where X = F and thermodynamically distinct phases. These regions are
Y = Z = H, is 3-¯ uoro-4 [(R ) or (S )-1-methylheptyloxy]- analogues of the normal metal in an external ® eld and
4 ¾ - (4 -alkoxy-3 - ¯ uorobenzoyloxy) tolane. These com- the Abrikosov vortex liquid in high-Tc superconductors,
pounds display primarily a TGBA phase [6 ] with a very whereas TGB phases are analogue of the Abrikosov
narrow TGBC range for n > 12 [7 ]. This TGBA phase vortex lattice. Second, there is thermal evidence in
and associated transitions have been well characterized 11F2 BTFO1 M7 and 12F2 BTFO1 M7 [12] of two closely
structurally [6 ] and calorimetrically [8]. The homologous spaced ® rst-order transitions where a single TGBC ± N*
series nF2 BTFO1 M7 , where X = Y = F and Z = H, is transition was expected on the basis of initial structural
the 2 ,3-di¯ uorobenzoyloxy analogue of nFBTFO1 M7 . work [9 , 10 ]. In [12 ] this phase sequence was denoted
These compounds exhibit both the TGBA phase (n <11 ) as TGBa

C± TGBb
C± N*

L . However, there is no structural
and the TGBC phase (n >10 .5 ); the TGB structures information about the TGBb

C phase since it has a very
and transitions have been extensively studied [9 ± 12 ]. narrow stability range (< 0.07 K).
The series nBTF2 O1 M7 , where X = Y = H and Z = F, The most extensively studied of the nBTF2 O1 M7 series
exhibits TGBC and SmC* phases but no TGBA or SmA is 8BTF2 O1 M7 [14]. DSC heating scans indicated that

there were two TGBC phases, denoted TGB1 and TGB2

[14 ], and the phase sequence SmC*± TGB1 ± TGB2 ± N**Author for correspondence.
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70 G. S. Iannacchione and C. W. Garland

was reported. The present investigation involves a cell. Thermal measurements were carried out in a com-
puterized calorimeter capable of automated operationhigh resolution calorimetric study of 8BTF2 O1 M7 .

This system is of interest since the tilting tendency is in either an ac mode or a ramped relaxation mode called
non-adiabatic scanning (nas). This calorimeter and thesigni® cantly larger than in the related compounds

nFBTFO1 M7 and nF2 BTFO1 M7 , i.e. there are no TGBA appropriate equations for analyzing the observed Tac

response to the Po exp(iv t) ac heat input or the observedor SmA phases. Furthermore, both the N* range and
the TGBC range (especially that of TGB2 ) are much dT /dt response to a linearly ramped dc heater power

input are described elsewhere [17 ]. The essential di� er-wider than those of analogous phases in 11F2 BTFO1 M7

and 12F2 BTFO1 M7 . Our calorimetric data show no ence between the two modes of operation is that the ac
mode measures heat capacity C p directly and is capableindications of a rounded N*± N*

L excess heat capacity
feature, which agrees well with the previously reported of very slow scan rates. However, it can at best provide

only qualitative information about the presence of atrend of decreasing N*± N*
L enthalpy as the tilt tendency

increases [12]. The presence of a ® rst-order TGB1 ± TGB2 two-phase coexistence region at a ® rst-order transition.
The nas mode measures the enthalpy H as a functiontransition has been con® rmed on both heating and

cooling scans. of temperature and thus yields both C p values in one-
phase regions and latent heats at ® rst-order transitions.
The procedure for a nas run was as follows. The bath

2 . Experimental results temperature was stabilized ~1.5 h at an initial value
The compound 8BTF2 O1 M7 , 4[(S)-1-methylheptyloxy]- and held constant at this value during a pair of scans;

2 ,3 -di¯ uoro-4 ¾ - (4 -octyloxybenzoyloxy)tolane, with a the dc heater power to the sample was ® rst ramped
molecular weight of 590.7 g molÕ 1 , was synthesized at down to zero over 500 s (resulting in a cooling of
the Centre de Recherche Paul Pascal following the ~0.96 K); after a ~500 s waiting period for sample
procedure described in [14]. The S enantiomer investi- temperature equilibration, the heater power was ramped
gated here is the same enantiomer that was studied in up over 500 s (resulting in a heating of ~0.96 K).
[14 ]. The reported phase sequence [13 , 14 ] on the basis Following this sequence, the bath temperature was set
of DSC scans is at a new lower value and stabilized there for ~1.5 h

K ¾ ® SmC* ¾ ¾ TGB1 ¾ ¾ TGB2 ¾ ¾ N* ¾ M¾ BP ¾ ¾ MI prior to carrying out another pair of scans.
335 .5

|
359 .35 360 .65 361 .05 ~398.2 ~398.7

On the initial ac heating scan, a sharp meltingSmC*
A ¬ ¾ SmC*

FI ¬ ¾
~312.8 ~313.8 transition was observed at 336.04 K, in good agreement

with the value reported by Navailles et al. [13 , 14 ].where the transition temperatures in Kelvin are values
obtained on heating (except for the monotropic transitions An overview of C p (ac) data obtained on a later scan

for the range 350 ± 400 K is shown in ® gure 1 . Thesewhich were obtained on cooling scans). Preliminary
DSC heating scans at +0.5 and +1 K minÕ 1 were data were obtained at an a.c. frequency v = 2vo , where

vo = 2p fo= 0.196 sÕ 1 (or fo= 31.25 mHz) is the standardcarried out on the 8BTF2 O1 M7 sample used in the
present study, the transition temperatures agreeing well operating frequency previously used with this calori-

meter. The data in ® gure 1 were obtained on heating(within Ô 0.4 K) with those cited above. On the basis of
a comparison of DSC transition temperatures with those at a scan rate of +0.2 K hÕ 1 = +3.3 mK minÕ 1 . The

transitions that are obvious from ® gure 1 are TGB2 ± N*obtained with high-resolution ac calorimetry, it appears
that there is a calibration error in the DSC thermometry. at 360.45 K and BP± I at 396.0 K. Both these transitions

undergo a downward drift in the transition temperatureWe estimate that the DSC temperatures are ~0.75 K lower
than the true values. This systematic DSC calibration dependent on the length of time that the sample is

held at high temperatures. The drift rate is quite rapiderror is comparable to the value of ~1 K observed for
nFBTFO1 M7 [16 ]. (about Õ 0.2 K day Õ 1 ) during the ® rst few days and then

becomes much slower (Õ 3 mK dayÕ 1 ) for longer periods.The present study covered the 330 ± 400 K temperature
range, but detailed measurements were focused on the Analogous drifts in transition temperatures were also

observed for nF2 BTFO1 M7 compounds [12 ]. Since theSmC*± TGB1 ± TGB2 ± N* region. This notation used in
[14 ] for the TGBC phases of 8BTF2 O1 M7 will be data in ® gure 1 were obtained on run 5 after 30 days at

temperatures above 350 K, we estimate the transitionretained. Although it is quite possible that there is an
isomorphism between these TGB1 /TGB2 phases and temperatures extrapolated back to t = 0 are 361.85 K

for TGB2 ± N* and 399.3 K for BP± I. These z̀ero-time’the TGBa
C/TGBb

C phases of nBTFO1 M7 [12 ], it seems
better to use di� erent notations to allow for the possibility transition temperatures agree well with the corrected

DSC values from [14 ] and those obtained at MIT. Athat di� erent structures are involved.
A small mass (26 mg) of 8BTF2 O1 M7 was degassed con® rmation of these zero-time extrapolated values is

the fact that the TGB2 ± N* transition was observed atunder vacuum and then cold-weld sealed into a thin silver
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71T GB transitions in a chiral tolane

Figure 2 . 8BTF2 O1 M7 (S) heat capacity obtained on coolingFigure 1 . C p (ac) data for 8BTF2 O1 M7 (S). These data
from the N* to SmC* phase; DT = T Õ T (TGB2 ± N*).were obtained on a heating run at frequency 2vo and
(a) C p (ac) data at vo /2 ( f = 15 .6 mHz); as in ® gure 1 , thea scan rate of +0.2 K hÕ 1 . Points denoted by crosses
crosses indicate data points in the N*+TGB2 two-phaseare anomalous C p values obtained in a two-phase
coexistence region. (b) C p (nas) data; the arrow indicatescoexistence region.
the TGB1 ± TGB2 transition on cooling.

ramps with dT /dt # Õ 6.9 K hÕ 1 = Õ 0.115 K minÕ 1 .361.85 K on the ® rst heating run, where any drift is
negligible due to the short time the sample had been at Note that these ramp rates are much slower than DSC

scan rates (0 .5 ± 1 .0 K minÕ 1 ) but much faster than achigh temperatures.
Anomalies in the phase shift between Tac (v ) and Pac (v ) scan rates. Comparison of ® gures 2 (a) and 2 (b) shows

that both ac and nas data clearly show the prominentindicate two-phase coexistence at a ® rst-order transition
and interphase conversion during the Tac oscillation [17 ]. TGB2 ± N* ® rst-order transition with C p (nas) > C p (ac) in

the two-phase coexistence region. Also there is a smallSuch anomalies were observed at both the TGB2 ± N*
and the BP± I transition. Heat capacity points in ® gure 1 excess C p (nas) peak at the TGB1 ± TGB2 transition which

is not observed in the C p (ac) data. Both these featuresthat are frequency-dependent apparent values obtained
in a two-phase coexistence region are denoted by the are analogous to those observed in a high-resolution

study of N*± BPI± BPIII± I transitions in a highly chiralsymbol Ö . All other C p (ac) data points are frequency
independent (as judged by comparing data obtained at liquid crystal without TGB phases [18]. C p (ac) data as

a function of DT = T Õ T (TGB± N*) was the same on2vo and vo /2 ) and exhibit no phase shift anomalies.
The most important aspect of the data in ® gure 1 heating and cooling runs, but the C p (nas) data di� ered

on heating and cooling in the TGB1 ± TGB2 region.is the absence of any broad rounded excess Cp peak in
the middle of the N* phase. This disappearance of a Figure 3 shows the hysteresis in the TGB1 ± TGB2

transition observed in the nonadiabatic scanningN*± N*
L feature will be discussed in §3 .1 . A more detailed

study of the N*± BP± I region reveals a small excess data. On cooling, the width of the TGB2 phase,
T (TGB2 ± N*) Õ T (TGB1 ± TGB2 ), is 0 .74 K and on heat-Cp (N*± BP) peak ~0.35 K below the large BP± I peak,

but the behaviour in this region will not be discussed ing it is 0 .33 K (which is in good agreement with the
value 0 .4 K from DSC heating scans [14]). Taking thefurther.

Figure 2 provides a more detailed view of calorimetric midpoint of these heating and cooling transition temper-
atures, we estimate the z̀ero-time’ equilibrium transitiondata in the SmC*± TGB± N* region. Shown in ® gure 2 (a)

are C p (ac) data obtained on a cooling run at frequency temperature to be 361.32 K. Also shown in ® gure 3 is a
solid line representing the C p (ac) variation given invo /2 and a scan rate of Õ 0.135 K hÕ 1 . Figure 2 (b) shows

non-adiabatic scan (nas) data obtained from cooling ® gure 2 and an arrow indicating the expected position
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72 G. S. Iannacchione and C. W. Garland

tendency increases, and the complete absence of any
analogous feature in 8BTF2 O1 M7 , strongly suggests
that any twist-grain-boundary ordering in the Ǹ*

L phase’
of nFBTFO1 M7 and ± F2 BTFO1 M7 is due to TGBA-like
structures.

The nature of the Ǹ*
L phase’ is not yet resolved. In

[8 ] and [12 ], it was proposed that there is a non-
transitional evolution of short-range TGB order on
cooling as N* converts into a chiral line liquid denoted
as N*

L . This N*± N*
L assignment is consistent with the

thermal evidence for nFBTFO1 M7 and nF2 BTFO1 M7 :
no latent heat, and very broad (5 ± 10 K) and very rounded
excess heat capacity peaks that are nonsingular [8 , 12 ].
However, a recent X-ray study of 10F2 BTFO1 M7

[11 ] indicates that this purported N*
L region may

possibly be an incommensurate TGBA phase, followed
at lower temperatures in that compound by a com-
mensurate TGBA phase. Thus the sequence TGBA (com)±
TGBA (inc)± N* with two thermodynamic transitions
may occur in 10F2 BTFO1 M7 instead of TGBA ± N*

L ± N*.
The critical issue is whether or not the TGBA order

Figure 3 . Detailed view of non-adiabatic scanning (nas) is long range or short range in such a Ǹ*
L’ region. If a

data obtained on heating and cooling scans; DT = chiral line liquid N*
L does exist in 10F2 BTO1 M7 , the

T Õ T (TGB2 ± N*). The solid line represents the one-
short-range TGBA order must be well developed sincephase C p (ac) variation, and the dashed line approximates
the excess N*± N*

L enthalpy dH is large. Thus the issuethe non-transitional e� ective C p (ac) behaviour in the
two-phase N*+TGB2 coexistence region. becomes how well X-ray data can distinguish between

highly developed short range order and long range order
in a TGBA (inc) phase with ® nite smectic slab thicknesses.
It is important to check the smectic order along theof the SmC*± TGB1 transition based on DSC heating

scans carried out at MIT. Discussion of the thermal pitch direction as well as in the plane perpendicular to
the helical axis studied in [11 ]. If 10F2 BTFO1 M7 doesbehaviour in the TGB1 ± TGB2 transition region and

the absence of an excess heat capacity peak at the exhibit a true transition from N* to TGBA (inc), why is
the associated excess heat capacity non-singular? It shouldSmC*± TGB1 transition will be given in §3 .

Integration of the non-adiabatic scanning data as be noted that the observed broad C p (T ) variation is
unlike that characteristic of typical ® nite-size truncationdescribed in [8, 12, 18 ] yields a TGB2 ± N* latent heat L of

0 .53 J gÕ 1 and one might also include the pretransitional e� ects.
The interesting issue for 8BTF2 O1 M7 is not only theenthalpy dH= Ÿ [Cp (ac)Õ Cp (background)] dT = 1.16 J gÕ 1

associated with the C p (ac) ẁing’ over a 25 K range absence of a N*± N*
L rounded C p feature like that discussed

above but also the clear presence of a conventionalabove and below the TGB2 ± N* transition. This total
transitional enthalpy of ~1.7 J gÕ 1 can be com- pretransitional excess heat capacity in the N* phase at

temperatures above the TGB2 ± N* transition. As shownpared with less accurate DSC values of 1 .2 J gÕ 1 (MIT,
+1 K minÕ 1 scan) or 0 .485 J gÕ 1 ([14], +0.5 K minÕ 1 in ® gure 1 , this excess C p extends over ~20 K and the

integrated enthalpy dH ¾ associated with this high temper-scan).
ature C p wing is ~0.5 J gÕ 1 , which is comparable to
dH (N*± N*

L ) for 11FBTFO1 M7 and 11F2 BTFO1 M7 .3 . Discussion

3 .1 . Absence of N*± N*
L heat capacity peak X-ray data in a 3 K range above T (TGB2 ± N*) reveal

di� use scattering that corresponds to truly short rangeIn contrast to the behaviour of nFBTFO1 M7 and
nF2 BTFO1 M7 compounds, there is no indication of a TGBC-like ordering in the N* phase of 8BTF2 O1 M7

[14 ].broad and rounded N*± N*
L C p peak in 8BTF2 O1 M7 .

In the former compounds, the integrated enthalpy dH

of this feature is substantial, ranging from 1 .8 J gÕ 1 in 3 .2 . T wo T GBC phases
Figure 3 con® rms the existence of a TGB1 ± TGB29FBTFO1 M7 to 0 .8 J gÕ 1 in 11FBTFO1 M7 and 1.4 J gÕ 1

in 10F2 BTFO1 M7 to 0 .28 J gÕ 1 in 12F2 BTFO1 M7 transition between two TGBC phases as suggested by
earlier data [14 ]. The high temperature TGB2 phase[8 , 12 ]. This marked decrease in dH as the tilting
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73T GB transitions in a chiral tolane

in 8BTF2 O1 M7 is ~0.5 K wide, but the ® rst-order the TGBb
C phase and the TGB2 phase might have the

same structure. They might be TGB2 q phases as pre-TGB1 ± TGB2 transition is kinetically sluggish and there
is a large hysteresis. An analogous pair of TGBC dicted in [19 ] or perhaps TGBC phases with c̀urved’

smectic layers (i.e., TGBA -like near the grain boundariesphases, denoted TGBa
C and TGBb

C, has been reported
in 11F2 BTFO1 M7 and 12F2 BTFO1 M7 although these and TGBCt -like in the center of a slab) as proposed by

Dozov [21 ]. The experimental situation concerningTGBC phases have only a narrow range of stability
(~0 .73 K for TGBa

C and ~0.06 K for TGBb
C) [12 ]. these structures is very incomplete. Due to the very

narrow TGBb
C range in nF2 BTFO1 M7 , no X-ray dataThese TGBa

C/TGBb
C and TGB1 /TGB2 pairs may well be

structurally related but there are several di� erences in have yet been taken in this phase. The few x scans taken
in the TGB2 phase of 8BTF2 O1 M7 showed no azimuthalthe thermal behaviour of 8BTF2 O1 M7 and nF2 BTFO1 M7 .

In contrast to the behaviour of 8BTF2 O1 M7 , TGBa
C± modulation [14 ], which might indicate that this is a

TGBCt (inc) phase. However, these data were taken withTGBb
C transitions were clearly observed in ac calorimetry

as low temperature shoulders on the TGBb
C± N*

L heat only medium resolution and artifacts such as a large
angular mosaic or a large number of blocks per pitchcapacity peak and as distinct ac phase shift anomalies,

and, furthermore, no hysteresis was observed. Both these that would smear the scattered intensity cannot be ruled
out. A high resolution X-ray study of (1 ) detailed x scansdi� erences may be due to substantial di� erences in the

rates of TGBa
C± TGBb

C and TGB1 ± TGB2 phase conversion. in the TGB2 phase and also (2 ) di� use scattering due to
short range TGB order above the TGB2 ± N* transition,However, there are also considerable di� erences in

the transition enthalpies. For nF2 BTFO1 M7 , the latent associated with the excess heat capacity discussed in
§3 .1 , would be of great value.heats for TGBb

C± N*
L and TGBa

C± TGBb
C transitions were

0 .125+0 .02 = 0 .145 J gÕ 1 for n = 11 and 0 .255+0 .04 =

0 .295 J gÕ 1 for n = 12 [12 ]. For 8BTF2 O1 M7 , 3 .3 . SmC*± T GBC transition
The SmC*± TGBa

C transition in nF2 BTFO1 M7 wasL (TGB2 ± N*)= 0 .53 J gÕ 1 and L (TGB1 ± TGB2 ) is esti-
mated to be ~0.02 J gÕ 1 . The latter value is very di� cult very di� cult to observe in C p (ac) data but it was revealed

by a step discontinuity in the ac phase shift, whichto determine in view of the hysteresis and a sluggish
conversion which suggests that some of the transition showed a hysteresis of 0 .85 K for n = 11 and 0 .50 K for

n = 12 [12 ]. Furthermore, the latent heat, L= 0 .05 J gÕ 1enthalpy is smeared out over almost 1 K.
A recent extension has been made of the mean ® eld for n = 11 and L = 0 .125 J gÕ 1 for n = 12 , was easily

determined from nas scans. Thus this SmC*± TGBa
CChen± Lubensky theoretical approach used originally in

[1 , 2 ] to analyse the phase behaviour of chiral molecules. transition is a sluggish ® rst-order transition where
coexisting SmC* and TGBa

C phases cannot interconvertThis new theoretical work of Luk’yanchuk [19 ] con-
siders the stability of four structurally di� erent TGBC rapidly enough to follow Tac oscillations at frequency vo .

In contrast to nF2 BTFO1 M7 , no calorimetric evidencephases. The TGBCp and TGBCt phases have SmC slabs
(no director precession) where the tilted smectic layers of the analogous SmC*± TGB1 transition in 8BTF2 O1 M7

was observed in either ac or nas scans. The only thermalare parallel to or tilted with respect to the pitch axis,
respectively. The TGBC* phase has SmC* slabs, and a evidence for this transition is from DSC heating scans.

DSC scans yielded transition enthalpies of ~0.045 J gÕ 1novel TGB2 q phase is also predicted. The latter phase,
which corresponds to a superposition of two degenerate ([14], +0.5 K minÕ 1 ) to ~0.08 J gÕ 1 (MIT, +1 K minÕ 1 ).

A possible explanation of these observations is thatTGBCt phases with opposite layer inclinations to the
pitch axis, is predicted to lie in a narrow temperature the development of structural ordering in the TGB1

phase is slow and, furthermore, the heat capacities ofrange between the N* and TGBCt phases.
The original Renn± Lubensky theory [1 , 2 ] resulted fully equilibrated SmC* and TGB1 phases are essentially

identical and the equilibrium latent heat is very smallin the prediction of TGBCp and TGBC* phases. X-ray
experiments [10 ] and theoretical estimates by Dozov for this transition. If this were so, slow ac and nas scans

would show no thermal evidence of this transition while[20 ] show that the TGBCt phase is more stable than the
TGBCp phase. At present, the existence of the TGBC* rapid DSC heating scans would involve a transition

from SmC* to a non-equilibrium TGB1 state with higherphase is uncertain since there is no clear experimental
evidence for such a phase. Thus we will focus further disorder (and thus higher enthalpy) than the equilibrium

TGB1 . In any event, optical pitch data and X-ray datadiscussion on the TGBCt and TGB2 q phases.
X-ray studies have shown that the TGBa

C phase both unambiguously indicate the presence of the
SmC*± TGB1 transition at ~360 .5 K [14 ].of 12F2 BTFO1 M7 [10 ] and the TGB1 phase of

8BTF2 O1 M7 [14 ] are both commensurate TGBCt

phases with 16 ± 20 blocks per pitch for the former and The authors wish to thank L. Navailles for numerous
helpful discussions and H. T. Nguyen for providing the11 blocks for the latter. It is tempting to suggest that
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